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Abstract We study damage induced by low temperature variations in granite samples given
their role in shallow geological reservoirs. We consider two thermal treatments, slow cooling
and thermal shock, and implement a multi-geophysical approach to characterize the induced
micro-scale damage. The methodology consists in monitoring elastic wave velocity and ther-
mal conductivity as well as describing the damage by the way of Hg-porosity measurements
and microscopic observations. To discuss the reproducibility of the induced damage, the same
thermal protocol is performed on five samples. Our first results indicate that the thermal
shock leads to a more pronounced damage. This is interpreted to be due to a larger variety of
nucleated intragranular and intergranular cracks as observed by SEM and optic microscope.
Yet, this more significant damage does not appear reproducible from one sample to another
compared to the damage introduced by slow cooling. According to this first result, thereby, we
propose a timely monitoring of elastic wave velocity, conductivity and Hg-porosity. It appears
that the damage introduced by the slow cooling, unlike the thermal shock, does not present
a long persistence. Indeed, after 15 days, the different properties had returned to their initial
state. A time-dependence mechanism is proposed to discuss this observed process.
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Introduction
Thermally-induced cracks in rocks are encountered in various fields due to various natural or anthropic heating and

cooling processes occurring at different rates and degrees [Ringwood, 1985; Cappa and Rutqvist, 2011; Feng et al., 2012;
Nakaten et al., 2014]. It is especially true when considering engineering and geological applications such as geothermal
reservoirs, radioactive waste storage and oil field development. The characterization and prediction of the crack network
evolution under thermal variations is therefore of major interest [Kranz, 1983]. It is especially true in Enhanced Geothermal
Systems, which consist of extending an existing cracked zone to improve the local permeability and transport of hot fluids.
Many of such systems are find in granite formations such as the French site of Soultz-sous-Forêt [Rummel, 1992]. Hence,
many studies emphasize the influence of thermally induced cracks on granite and on its physical or mechanical properties.
For example, cracking changes elastic wave velocities [Lin, 2002; Nasseri et al., 2007; Chaki et al., 2008; Griffiths et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2018]. Indeed, it has been observed that the two parameters, temperature and elastic wave velocity,
are inversely correlated and induced microstructural damage affects all elastic properties [Hadley, 1976]. Other studies
regarding granite subjected to thermal stresses focus on the variation of physical properties, particularly the porosity
[David et al., 1999; Chen et al., 2017] and/or thermal properties such as thermal conductivity [Dwivedi et al., 2008; Kant
et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018]. Those showed that the thermal conductivity of a cracked granite tends to decrease as
temperature increases and thermally induced cracking occurs.

At the laboratory scale, there are different protocols used to thermally nucleate cracks. They differ by varying heating
and cooling rates, maximal temperature and the number of cycles. It has been shown that cooling rate and maximal
temperature are often key parameters in controlling the crack network [Belayachi et al., 2019]. In our study, two cooling
protocols were considered: slow cooling [Wang et al., 2013] and thermal shocks [Kim et al., 2014; Mallet et al., 2015;
Kumari et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2019], both presenting different maximal temperature [Beck et al., 2016]. Concerning the
temperature range, it is common to find in the literature studies investigating the thermally induced cracks from 200oC
to 600oC [Zhao et al., 2017; Rong et al., 2018; Gautam et al., 2018]. However, in the field, thermal ranges are not
always that high, especially in shallow reservoirs. Consequently, it is of great interest to study the range of 100-200oC for
conventional geothermal projects [Rummel, 1992], especially since micro-cracks may still occurs at these temperatures.
Indeed, it has been shown that cracks may start to nucleate at temperature of 75oC [Richter and Simmons, 1974]. Our
study aims to investigate the thermally induced cracks in granite, at these low temperatures, through a multi-geophysical
characterization [Zhao et al., 2017] of their density, connectivity and time-persistence.

Crack density will be described through elastic wave velocity measurements (see the recent review of Guéguen and
Kachanov [2011]). The connectivity of the crack network will be discussed through thermal conductivity [Xiong and Liew,
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2016; Wuttke et al., 2017] and mercury porosity measurements. Lastly, the crack geometry will be illustrated by Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) pictures.

This paper aims at answering three issues in the context of cracked-enhanced geothermal reservoir in granite. First,
describe the thermally induced crack network in granite submitted to low temperatures variations and compare the effect of
slow and instantaneous cooling. Then, and from a more general point of view, we discuss the reproducible and persistence
aspects of such thermally-induced crack networks. Indeed, many researchers carry out thermal treatments considering as
a consensus that the reproducibility is validated. We would like to verify this last point by answering two questions: is the
result of these treatments the same from one sample to another? And is it persistent after few days ?

1 Methodology and theoretical context
1.1 Samples

The samples used in this study were grey fine-grained granite that presented an average grain size of 200-300 µm with an
initial porosity of 1.4%, determined with Hg-porosity (presented below). The initial P-wave velocity was about 4070 m/s.
These values may seem low but they are quite consistent with an initially damaged granite containing micro-cracks that
is often described with VP around 4000-4500 m/s [Lin, 2002]. The initial thermal conductivity has been found to be
2,35 W/m.K ± 0.09. Its modal composition was obtained with XRD. Because its location of provenance is unknown, we
named it grey granite and, in order to implant it in the literature, we compared it to some well-studied granite: Westerly
granite and La Peyratte granite (Table 1 and Figure 1).

Table 1 Grey granite compared to La Peyratte and Westerly granites.

Grey granite La Peyratte Westerly

Composition 40% quartz, 28,5% quartz, 27% quartz,
13% feldspar 20% feldspar 36% feldspar
14% plagioclase, 38,5% plagioclase, 30% plagioclase,
24% biotite, 8% biotite, 6% biotite,
9% muscovite 5% muscovite 1% accessories

Grain size 200-300 µm 200 µm 500 µm
Porosity 1.4% <1% 1%
Reference this study [Wang et al., 2013] [Spray, 2010; Wang et al., 2012]

Figure 1 Photography and microscopic view by Scanning Electron Microscopy (x40) of the granite used in this study.

A total of 27 prismatic samples of 3x3x6 cm, were cut with an accuracy of 1 mm checked with a calipers. They are
summarized in Table 2.

1.2 Thermal treatments
The samples were submitted to two different thermal treatments (Figure 2). They differed by their cooling path. For

both treatments, the used oven had a maximal temperature of 200oC with an accuracy of 0.1oC. This oven was regulated to
program automatic cycles. The temperature paths were as follow: temperature was increased up to a maximal temperature
at a rate of 1oC/min in order to avoid any dynamic damage during the heating [Ougier-Simonin et al., 2011; Mallet et al.,
2013; Siratovich et al., 2015]. Samples were maintained at this level during at least 6 h to ensure a complete temperature
diffusion within the sample core (recently discussed by Zhang et al. [2018]). Then, for the first thermal treatment, samples
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Figure 2 The two considered thermal treatments. PC stands for Progressive Cooling and TS for Thermal Shocks. Blue dots represent
the measurements performed after 6 h of cooling.

Table 2 Samples, thermal treatments and measured properties. PC and TS stand for Progressive cooling and Thermal Shock, respec-
tively.

Samples Thermal treatment Measurements

1 to 5 PC VP , thermal conductivity, VP at day 15
6 to 10 TS VP , thermal conductivity, VP at day 15
11 to 12 PC VP and thermal conductivity during 12 days
13 to 27 PC Porosity at initial state and during 12 days (smaller samples)

were cooled down at 1oC/min. This treatment is referred as progressive cooling in the paper. For the second treatment,
samples were quenched in a few second into water at ambient temperature. This treatment is referred as thermal shock.

Three maximal temperatures were investigated: 100oC, 150oC and 180oC as presented in Figure 2. Between treatments,
during the cooling and after, samples were kept at 20oC in a dry environment.

1.3 Physical measurements
Physical properties were measured after 6 h of cooling. Table 2 presents the 27 samples with corresponding thermal

treatments and measurements.

1.3.1 Elastic wave velocity and crack density
Elastic wave velocities were measured with piezoelectric sensors (PI Ceramic), sensitive to P-waves, put directly on the

sample surface (Figure 3a). Honey was used as a coupling gel to avoid attenuation due to an imperfect contact between
the sample and the sensor [Ndao et al., 2017]. Between successive measurements, the couplant was always removed and
the sample cleaned.

The principle of the experiment was as follow: an electric pulse of 150 V was generated and transmitted to the first
sensor. It triggered a mechanical vibration that propagated into the sample. The opposite sensor recorded this vibration
and transformed it into an electrical signal that was amplified at 30 dB. A dedicated interface allowed the observation of
the recorded waveform. Finally, the travel time was manually picked. The elastic wave velocity was deduced knowing the
distance between the two sensors [Birch, 1960]. Considering the potential error on the manual picking, the sampling rate
and the accuracy of the face parallelism, wave velocities were determined with an accuracy of ±50 m/s.

Elastic wave velocity decrease will be interpreted in terms of increasing crack density. This mechanical parameter
introduced by [Walsh, 1965] is commonly considered in cracking studies. The link between velocity decrease and crack
density increase has been proved through the effective medium theory (see the work of Kachanov [1980] and the recent
review of Guéguen and Kachanov [2011]). Unfortunately, we do not have the necessary S-wave sensors. Thus, in this
study crack density will not be quantitatively described but still, the P-wave decrease will, from a qualitative point of view,
be interpreted in terms of crack density increase.

1.3.2 Thermal conductivity and crack connectivity
Our thermal conductivity measurements were performed by the hotwire technique (Figure 3b) following ASTM D5930-

97 and the RILEM recommendations (AAC11-3). The Neotim apparatus was equipped with a probe of 50 mm-length. This
probe was very thin and placed between two samples of the studied material with symmetric assembly. Then, the principle
was as follow: an electric power of 2 W was applied on the wire during 1 min and produced by Joule heating, a weak
warm-up of the material (a few degree above ambient temperature). The rise of temperature on the material was measured
by a thermocouple in contact with the two samples. This thermocouple was one millimeter away from the hot wire. The
hotwire technique was based on a transient method, and the thermal conductivity was connected inversely proportional to
the rise in temperature during 1 min after the beginning of heating.

The measurement range of thermal conductivity is 0.02-5 W/mK with an accuracy of ±5%. In order to improve the
accuracy, the average conductivity was measured 10 times on the same couple of samples for every treatment.

Note that, this measurement was actually an effective thermal conductivity. Indeed our sample can be locally considered
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Figure 3 Pictures of our sensors for geophysical analyses: a) Piezoelectric sensor and its device. b) Thermal conductivity set-up.

as heterogeneous. However, for sake of simplicity, and because grains were small and homogeneous (at the sample scale)
in our granite, we keep the term of thermal conductivity in the full paper.

As shown by Storz et al. [2000], Jones et al. [2012] and Xiong and Liew [2016], thermal and electrical conductivities
are sensitive to crack connectivity (for similar crack densities). Indeed, an increasing permeability at constant porosity
increases crack connectivity, which leads to an electrical conductivity [Kemna et al. , 2002; Han et al. , 2015] or thermal
conductivity [Xiong and Liew, 2016] decrease.

In our study, we won’t focused on inversion procedure that is a full subject of investigation (see the recent review of
Carcione et al. [2007] for the couple inversion procedures of seismic and conductivity data), but describe the relative
evolution of the crack connectivity.

1.3.3 Porosity measurement
Porosity measurements were performed using a mercury porosimeter. The apparatus was an Autopore IV 9500 porosime-

ter from Micromeritics (pressure used was from 0.003 MPa to 400 MPa). Measurements were performed on smaller
cylindrical samples of 1 cm-diameter and 2 cm-length. These samples were not sub-samples of the thermally treated
prismatic samples but were cut on purpose, then thermally treated before measuring the porosity. one could wondered if
the comparison of the results is possible due to size effects. However, to answer and discuss this point much more different
sizes would be needed with a full comparison of each properties (seismic, electric and porosity). This was not possible with
our materials since velocity and thermal conductivity sensors are too large to made measurement on these small samples.
Thus, we don’t discuss the size effects and consider that it is comparable from the point of view of the global tendency.

2 Results
2.1 Thermally-induced damages
2.1.1 Elastic wave velocity

After each thermal treatment, the P-wave velocity was measured at room temperature (Figure 4) to monitor the evolution
of the damage induced in the samples. The ten first samples were used: Samples 1 to 5 for the progressive cooling and
samples 6 to 10 for the thermal shock (see Table 2).

The progressive cooling treatment gives a global decrease of P-wave velocity until 150oC followed by a slight increase
of 50 m/s at 180oC. Despite this re-increase, we find that, between the initial and final state, the induced damage of the
sample generate an average velocity decrease of 275 m/s. We note that each samples follow the same pattern with a
discrepancy of ±100 m/s that stays constant from 100oC when damage increases.

For the thermal shock treatment, a global velocity decrease is observed throughout the experiment without any local
re-increase around 150oC (except for one sample). Between the initial and the final states, the damage of the sample is
characterized by an average velocity decrease of 575 m/s. However, this damage presents a larger discrepancy between
the five samples with differences up to ±350 m/s.

2.1.2 Thermal conductivity
The thermal conductivity was also measured at room temperature after each experiment (Figure 5) to monitor the

progression of the damage manifested at the surface of the samples. The same ten first samples were used, 5 for both
treatments (see Table 2).

For the progressive cooling, the thermal conductivity behavior is similar of the P-wave velocity behavior. There is a
first decrease highlighting a sample’s damage from 2.35 to 1.98 W/m.K. Then, a rebound of 0.2 W/m.K around 150oC,
followed by a final decrease. This rebound is debatable in respect to the discrepancy of the results. Even then, the global
decrease is interrupted.

For the thermal shock, the global decrease in thermal conductivity is continuous, as the P-wave velocity, and reaches a
lower value of 1.8 W/m.K at 180oC. We note that at the extreme values, corresponding to the highest damage level, the
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Figure 4 P-wave velocities measured after the thermal treatments for the progressive cooling (a) and the thermal shock (b). The
different samples are represented without particular differentiation but the obtained dispersion is represented with vertical bars. The
dots (empty for the progressive cooling and plain for the thermal shock) are the average values obtained for each temperature.
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Figure 5 Thermal conductivity measured after the thermal treatments for the progressive cooling (a) and the thermal shock (b). The
main value is represented with dots (empty for the progressive cooling and plain for the thermal shock) and the obtained discrepancy
between the different samples is plotted as vertical bars.
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Figure 6 P-wave velocities at initial state, measured after the thermal treatments for the progressive cooling (empty circles) and the
thermal shock (plain circles), and after 15 days. Dashed lines represent the initial state for both group of 5 samples.

discrepancy of the result is less accurate.

2.2 Damage persistence
Elastic wave velocities were re-measured on the first 10 samples, after 15 days and compared to the values obtained just

after the thermal treatments (Figure 6). It appears that the damage induced by the progressive cooling to 180oC returns to
its original value after 15 days. The damage induced by the thermal shock slightly reduces but remains non-negligible.

Since it is counter-intuitive for the damage to resorb after the progressive cooling treatment, further investigation were
performed. Thus, P-wave velocity, thermal conductivity and Hg-porosity were measured on new samples (see Table 2)
from 2 to 15 days after the progressive cooling protocol.

Time variation of the physical properties are presented in Figure 7. Points at day 0 represent the initial state while points
at day 1 represent the properties measured just after the thermal treatment (corresponding to the first experiment).

The P-wave velocity starts to decrease, remains the same for 5 days before starting to slowly increase back to its initial
state after 11 days.

The thermal conductivity has a similar trend although slower. This measure reduces and is almost constant up to 7 days
then rises and, after 15 days, 87% of the initial state is recovered.

The measurement of the porosity presents an anomaly at day 2 that we unfortunately cannot really explain. Our
hypothesis is that the two samples presented a singularity which/that we missed, however there is no possibility to verify
it since they are now covered in mercury. Since this point is not in a good correlation with the following data and that our
interpretations is based on global tendency, we choose to not take into account this particular value.

Without it, The global porosity behavior presents a correlated evolution to the P-wave velocity and thermal conductivity
at an intermediate rate. First, with an increase of porosity of 0.6% (from 1.4 to 2%). Then, the damage introduced by
the progressive cooling remains constant during 5 days like the P-wave velocity and the thermal conductivity and then
started to decrease yet slower than the P-wave velocity. As for the thermal conductivity, after 15 days, the initial state is
not recovered.

3 Discussion
3.1 Thermally induced damage linked to the literature

A lot of studies [Richter and Simmons, 1974; Yong and Wang , 1980; Griffiths et al. , 2018] demonstrated, with acoustic
emissions or seismic measurements, that crack nucleation and pre-existing crack propagation may start around 75oC in
Granite. Lin [2002] also observed through strain measurements that thermal microcracking begins at a higher threshold of
100oC. Our elastic wave velocity data shows (considering the discrepancy and error bar of ±50 m/s) no damages at 60oC
but that it starts at 100oC, for both thermal treatments, as for Lin [2002]. While thermal conductivity seems to indicate
that damage begins at 60oC. However, we have to keep in mind that the induced damage seen by the thermal conductivity
is not 3D since it comprises only surface data.

Looking at the global velocity behavior, the observed slowness induced by the thermal treatments has been noticed in
the literature at similar temperatures (see Table 3). Jin et al. [2019] obtained a decrease of 3% at 100oC and 10% at
200oC and the same order of magnitude is found in other studies also carrying out slow cooling treatments [Johnson et al.
, 1978; David et al., 1999; Chaki et al., 2008]. All previous results are consistent and give a positive correlation between
temperature increase and thermally induced damage. Behaviors and order of magnitude obtained in our study are in
agreement with previous studies (Table 3) despite the difference of the maximum temperatures targeted for these other
studies. In that respect, it gives a positive correlation between temperature increase and thermally induced damage. In
addition, for La Peyratte Granite Glover et al. [1995] observed a porosity variation up to 0.5% at similar temperatures
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cooling (day 1) and during 15 days. Initial state are highlighted with dashed lines.
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linked to an acoustic emission activity (from 100oC) highlighting crack nucleation, and so velocity variation. In Westerly
granite, Fredrich and Wong [1986] noted an increase in density from 4 to 4.5 of the amount of crack per unit length
between initial state and 200o. These porosity and crack densities variations are also in good agreement with our results
where a porosity variation of 0.6% is measured.

Table 3 Estimated elastic wave velocity variation after a progressive cooling at 180oC.

Granite Initial VP (m/s) Velocity decrease (%) Reference

Grey Granite 4070 7 This study
Westerly Granite 5000 4 [Chaki et al., 2008]
Westerly Granite 4400 16 [Bauer et al., 1979]
La Peyratte Granite 5500 9 [David et al., 1999]
Indian Granite 4300 9 [Lin, 2002]
Shandong Granite 4150 11 [Jin et al., 2019]
Hubei Granite 4300 15 [Zhang et al., 2018]

3.2 Progressive cooling versus thermal shocks
Comparing both treatments , it appears that despite the low involved temperatures, a significant damage is induced into
the samples, especially with thermal shock. As a matter of fact, a global velocity slowness of 575 versus 275 m/s is reached
between initial state and final temperature at 180oC for the thermal shock and the progressive cooling, respectively.

From literature, we know that there are two crack nucleation processes. On the one hand, cracks may be induced with
homogeneous and gradual temperature changes. It causes a favored expansion of some minerals over others due to the
difference in associated thermal expansion coefficients [Friedman et al., 1978; Bauer et al., 1979; Glover et al. , 1995].
On the other hand, cracks may be initiated due to a sudden change in temperature leading to very high local stresses
[Jansen et al., 1993]. According to Siratovich et al. [2015] huge microstructural damage can then be observed inside and
around grains with the development of defined cracks. These different behaviors could explain the differences observed
between our two protocols. This has been also experienced by Jin et al. [2019] where they concluded that stresses from
thermal shock have a greater effect on the rock than those from progressive cooling. Looking at our results, this previous
observation is confirmed with thermal shock leading to much more significant damages of the sample. This result is quite
intuitive when thinking of the brutality of the involved stresses [Ougier-Simonin et al., 2011].

Note however that opposite trend has been observed for various sandstones [Belayachi et al., 2019] highlighting the
importance of the mineral composition and initial porosity, together with the difference between interlocking grains in
granite and cemented grains in sandstone.

Microstructural observations , by optical microscope and SEM are presented in Figure 8. In samples submitted to ther-
mal shock, we observe large cracks developed close to the sample’s surface (Figure 8b), combined with cracks developing
around (Figure 8c-d) and inside grains (Figure 8e-f) whereas in samples submitted to thermal shock but not in the one
submitted to progressive cooling, only diffuse cracks are detected (Figure 8g-h). The two types of cracks observed in the
shocked samples are referred as intergranular (Figure 8c-d) and intragranular (Figure 8e-f) cracks in literature [Nasseri
et al., 2009] and can be found at higher temperatures in similar materials [Siratovich et al., 2015]. These observations
confirm the interpretation made above of a larger crack variety induced by the thermal shocks and leading to a more
important global damage.

A singularity is observed in measurements pertaining to induced damage by the progressive cooling . Indeed, the
global velocity decrease observed in our granite after the 180o treatment is comparable to similar studies performed on
La Peyratte Granite [Glover et al. , 1995] or Westerly granite [Fredrich and Wong , 1986] as discussed above. However
we obtain a velocity and thermal conductivity re-increase around 150oC that neither observed with the thermal shock, nor
documented in literature due to the focus on higher temperatures.

We interpret this singularity to result from two competing microstructural behaviors. Similar singularities can be found
in literature also interpreted in terms of dual behavior’s competition [Darot et al., 1992]. In this study, the authors observed
a permeability decrease associated to damage around temperatures of 150oC. They interpreted it as low mineral expansion
that caused thermally induced microcracks and permeability increase. But this expansion would have been so low that
joins dilatation would have compensated the crack development, leading to a channel closure.

In our case, a similar dual competition can be described. First, around the range of 150oC a mineral dilatation is expected
under thermal treatment [Cooper and Simmons, 1977; Wong and Brace, 1979]. This dilatation leads to a closure of pores
and pre-existing cracks [Bachrach et al., 2000] which in turn leads to an elastic wave velocity and thermal conductivity
increases.
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Figure 8 Microstructural observations in our cracked samples. a) Initial state with well closed joins. b) - f) Observations made on
samples after the thermal shock protocols: b) from optical microscope, on the sample boundary and c) - f) from SEM. g) - h) Observations
made on samples after the progressive cooling protocols with SEM.
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Then, according to Lin [2002], the crack initiation thermal threshold in granite is around 100-125oC. However, as
said before, a lower threshold can be found in literature (around 75oC according to Richter and Simmons [1974]). This
threshold could be the competing process forcing the elastic wave velocity and thermal conductivity to decrease.

3.3 Reproducibility of the thermal treatments
When submitted to progressive cooling, the discrepancy between samples is about ±100 m/s and stays constant when

damage increases from 100oC (Figure 4). When submitted to thermal shock, this discrepancy is much more significant and
becomes even worsen when damage increases. Indeed the disparity between samples increases from ±150 m/s at 100oC
to ±350 m/s at 180oC. This difference between the two protocols is also observed with thermal conductivity, although less
clearly: for the progressive cooling, a maximal disparity of ± 0.05 W/m.K is measured at 150oC, while it is of 0.8 W/m.K
for the thermal shock (at 180oC).

Trying to summarize these data, we can say that thermal shock induces more substantial cracking than those generated
by progressive cooling. However, this cracking is also less controlled and homogeneity between each sample is not reached,
at least, in terms of elastic wave velocity and thermal conductivity variations.

This issue is quite problematic. Indeed, there are many studies which use slow heating and cooling [Wang et al., 2013]
or thermal shock [Ougier-Simonin et al., 2011; Mallet et al., 2015] to control the extent of microcracking, in the aim of
studying the influence of microcracks on rock properties. Though these thermal treatments are often performed at higher
temperature from 200oC to 600oC [Zhao et al., 2017; Rong et al., 2018; Gautam et al., 2018], and data between studies are
generally consistent. It could indicate that when the induced damage is more important, such as for a higher temperature,
the issue of the reproducible aspect is non-existent and samples are similar to one another. Thus, when damage is present
but no too significant, such as what we obtain in this study for low temperature, the reproducibility is challenging.

Perhaps, when thermally induced cracks are more significant, with higher temperature, this issue is over-passed. This
interesting question should be the target of future contributions studying the reproducibility of thermally induced cracks
considering a larger temperature range. Furthermore, various materials should be studied to discuss the reproducible
aspect depending on initial porosity, matrix structure and pre-existing cracks, among other.

3.4 Persistence of the low thermally induced cracks - after the progressive cooling
After the progressive cooling, damage have been generated as it has been highlighted by elastic wave velocity and

thermal conductivity decreases. It has been interpreted in terms of cracking and observed by SEM. Yet, sample’s properties
return to their initial state after almost 15 days, indicating a time-dependent crack closure. Successively, P-wave velocity
then porosity and finally thermal conductivity return to their initial values. We would like here, to discuss a possible
interpretation.

P-wave sensors have a central frequency of 1 MHz thus a wavelength of 4 mm. Therefore, they are mostly sensitive to
cracks of 0.1 mm-size while Hg-porosity is sensitive to all cracks and pore. Thermal conductivity is sensitive to surface
cracks, as spalling [Al-Omari et al., 2016], especially in our case considering the hot-wire apparatus.

Looking at the time evolution of these three parameters, we propose the following mechanism: at the beginning, and
because of pressure equilibrium starting at the sample core, inner cracks started to close. It leads to a P-wave velocity and
porosity re-increase. Progressively, all cracks, up to those of the surface will close. But because of the use of coupling gel,
P-wave are not sensitive to the surface spalling and thus, they return to their initial state before the spalling cracks are
closed and while the porosity and thermal conductivity are not yet returned to their initial states.

The time-dependent behavior of cracks due to a constant pressure has been discussed in literature [Mallet et al., 2015;
Laubach et al., 2019]. It has been demonstrated that even under a critical stress threshold, crack length can be thermally
controlled [Johnson and Paris , 1968; Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975]. They can propagate controlled by the stress intensity
factor, KI , or heal depending on the delta of activation energy Ea − δEa or Ea + δEa [Darot and Gueguen, 1986].
This notion is coming from the fact that there is an energy barrier between the two positions x and x ± dx for a crack
elementary propagation or closure. This energy barrier is linked to the crack propagation rate, dl/dt and can be obtained
with microscopic consideration thanks to Arhenius’s law. A more explicit formulation can be found in Darot and Gueguen
[1986]:

dl

dt

+

= l̇0e
−(Ea−δEa)

kT
dl

dt

−
= l̇0e

−(Ea+δEa)
kT , (1)

where dl/dt is the crack length velocity, Ea is the activation energy and δEa is the added energy to overpass the threshold
of crack closure (left) or propagation (right). In most of the case, involved stresses tend to propagate the cracks and the
second equation is predominant [Mallet et al., 2015]. This is the case for sub-critical crack propagation which is well
studied in creep conditions for long-term behaviors. However, in our case the reduction of thermal stresses could lead to a
predominant left equation leading to an exponential time-dependent crack closure.

To go further, the left equation can be developed into:

dl

dt
= l̇0e

(−Ea
kT )e

[
− s
kT

(
K2
I

E0

)]
. (2)
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This development results from the definition of δEa [Darot and Gueguen, 1986], where the supplementary energy depends
on temperature, T , the elementary step of crack closure s and the Young modulus of the background, E0.

When looking at Figure 7a, P-wave velocities (having the same behavior as crack density and so crack length) return
to their initial state with a law that could be described by an exponential, with a correlation coefficient of 0.96. However,
due to an important number of parameter to invert we cannot go further in these parameters identifications. Independent
measurement should be performed to describe this law.

4 Conclusion
Two thermal treatments at low temperatures (up to 180oC) have been performed on granite samples. A progressive and

a shock one. Damage has been monitored during the successive treatments and for 15 days afterward by P-wave velocity
and thermal conductivity. Porosity has been added for the time follow-up. Furthermore, after the thermal treatments,
microscopic observations have been done thanks to SEM and optical microscope.

From our results, we observe that:

1. Thermal shock induces a significant damage even so considered temperatures are low. It is characterized by cracks
developing inside and around grains (intergranular and intragranular cracks), at the surface and inside the sample.
This protocol seems to be efficient in generating cracks. Nevertheless, there is large discrepancy between samples
and reproducibility of this protocol is not certain at this level of temperature.

2. Progressive cooling brings a lower damage as observed by SEM. Indeed, diffuse cracks in the matrix have been
noted. Furthermore, this damage is reproducible from one sample to another.

3. For the progressive cooling, a non-intuitive behavior has been observed around 150oC: the velocity and thermal
conductivity slightly re-increase. It is interpreted in terms of a competing behavior between grain dilatation that
tends to close the pre-existing cracks and the pores, and the development of new cracks.

4. With time, the samples damaged by progressive cooling return to their initial state. It seems that it follows a
time-dependent exponential law that could explain the process of stress equilibrium with time.

5. Our multi-geophysical approach allows to highlight different crack behaviors. It shows the interest of considering
various measurements to go further into possible crack interpretations.

Acknowledgements Data reported in this work can be obtained from the corresponding author (Céline Mallet) upon
request. Financial support from Lamé Laboratory is gratefully acknowledged by the authors.
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